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Welcome to Banda Australia - Quality Watch Bands

With over 30 years of manufacturing experience, Banda has earned a 
reputation internationally as a high quality leather band manufacturer, 
supplying watch manufacturing companies from around the world.

Our unique and elegant wooden displays represent the finest designs in the 
watch band retailing industry. A great sales tool, attention getting and easy to 
use, these displays add style to your jewellery store.

Beautiful bands with careful, handcrafted workmanship in an exciting 
range of styles and colours. Banda bands carry a one year warranty against 
manufacturing defects. Available exclusively from Timesupply.

leathers

Banda uses only quality European leathers and exotic CITES approved skins 
from around the world. Banda leather bands are made from naturally tanned 
leathers without environmental pollutants.

buckles

Quality, non-allergenic, nickel free buckles. Also available are the exquisite 
deployment buckles on the premium exotics range of genuine alligator and 
crocodile.

linings

Banda leather bands have the highest quality soft leather linings for comfort 
and flexibility. 

The leather sports watch bands have a special water resistant lining suited to 
hard working sports watches. 

We guarantee you will be impressed.
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Every effort has been taken to print colours accurately throughout this catalogue, 
however due to the nature of printing, colours may appear slightly different. Leather 
colours may differ slightly between production batches.

Luxurious textured Italian leather, lightly padded and stitched with soft leather 
lining. Gold plated or steel coloured buckle.

$29.95 RRP  
(extra long XL $34.95 RRP)
 

gemini lux

black size 10 - 22mm  
 XL size 10 - 20mm

dark brown size 10 - 22mm   
XL size 12 - 20mm

rouille size 10 - 22mm

Stylish and elegant matt Italian leather with a luxuriously soft leather lining. 
Satin gold plated or polished stainless steel buckle.

$32.95 RRP
 

classic

black size 12 - 22mm
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Traditional alligator pattern in a high gloss Italian leather with contoured 
padding and a luxuriously soft leather lining.  
Gold plated or steel coloured buckle.

$34.95 RRP
 

nile

black size 20mm

rouille size 20mm

Soft, smooth Italian leather, stitched and lightly padded with a soft leather 
lining. Gold plated or steel coloured buckle.

$29.95 RRP
 

master

black size 12mm

dark brown size 12 + 20mm
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Elegant traditional crocodile pattern made from  
Italian leather. Beautifully padded and stitched  
with a luxuriously soft leather lining.  
Gold plated or stainless steel buckle.

$32.95 RRP  
(XL extra long $37.95 RRP)
 

bakabal

black size 12 - 22mm    
XL 18 - 22mm

bordeaux size 12 - 22mm

dark blue size 12 - 22mm

dark brown size 12 - 22mm
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Traditional lizard grain Italian leather, stitched, with slim profile and gloss finish. 
Soft leather lining. Gold plated or steel coloured buckle.

$32.95 RRP  
(extra long XL $34.95 RRP)
 

teju

black size 8 - 20mm   
XL 12 - 20mm

dark blue size 8,10,14,18 + 20mm

red size 8,12,14,16,18 + 20mm

tan size 10 - 20mm
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Genuine buffalo with an ultra soft suede finish and soft leather lining.  
Gold plated or steel coloured buckle.

$38.95 RRP
 

buffalo

black size 10,16mm

rouille size 10,12,14,16mm

Ultra soft leather with feature yellow spots with a stylish stainless steel fold 
over buckle.

$32.95 RRP
 

mod spot

black size 18mm

Fine grained Italian leather, lightly padded with stylish contrast stitching. Gold 
plated or steel coloured buckle.

$33.95 RRP 

golf

black size 12 - 22mm
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musk size 12 - 22mm  XL size 18 + 20mm

A unique and fun range of colours. Beautiful, flexible, lightly textured, stitched 
leather with a soft leather lining. Gold plated or steel coloured buckle.

$29.95 RRP  
extra long XL $34.95 RRP 

caramel size 12 - 22mm  XL size 12, 14, 18, 20 + 22mm

chocolate size 12 - 22mm  XL size 12, 14, 18, 20 + 22mm

raspberry size 12,14,18,20 +  22mm

vanilla size 12 - 22mm

chilli size 10 - 22mm

liquorice size 12 - 22mm    XL size 12,14,18,20+22mm

basil size 12 - 20mm

blueberry size 12 - 22mm
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Extra wide with a unique and fun range of  
colours. Beautiful, flexible, lightly textured,  
stitched leather with a soft leather lining.  
Gold plated or steel coloured buckle.

WARNING  
Banda Flavours™ watch bands  
are to be worn... not eaten!

$34.95 RRP 

flavours fats

caramel size 24 - 26mm

chocolate size 24 - 26mm

liquorice size 24 - 26mm

musk size 24 - 26mm

vanilla size 26mm
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black size 10,16,18,20,22mm

blue size 8,10,14,22mm

red size 8,10,14,16,18,20,22mm

white size 8,10,12,18,22mm

High gloss, fashionable and sexy Italian patent leather. Flexible and comfortable 
with a soft leather lining and slim profile. Gold plated or steel coloured buckle.

$34.95 RRP
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Padded and stitched sports style with a water resistant lining and hard 
wearing leather in black or rouille. Gold plated or steel coloured buckle.

$32.95 RRP 

waterproof

rouille 14 -22mm

black size 12 -22mm

Hard wearing military style band. Leather and webbing material. Stainless steel 
buckle.

$34.95 RRP
 

swiss military style

black size 14,18,20,22mm
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Silky soft and amazingly strong and flexible. Waterproof medical grade UV 
protected silicone. Stainless steel buckle.

$24.95 RRP (extra long XL $26.95 RRP) 

silicone

black size 12 - 20mm  XL size 18mm

Durable, waterproof rubber. Stainless steel or gold plated buckle.

$24.95 RRP
 

rubber

black size 18 - 22mm

velcro

Black webbing and velcro strap. Suitable for spring bars or 
fixed case bars.

$15.95 RRP 

 black 18, 20, 22mm



strong and flexible silicone strap
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Quality stretch bands with a highly polished finish in stainless steel or gold 
plated with spring ends.

$24.95 RRP 

exbanda polished - thick

gold plated size 18 - 23mm with spring ends

stainless steel size 18 - 23mm with spring ends

Quality stretch bands with a highly polished finish in stainless steel or gold 
plated. 7mm wide. Also suitable for medical bracelet.

$24.95 RRP 

exbanda polished - thin

gold plated size 154mm and 168mm length

stainless steel size 154mm length

Quality stretch bands with a lightly patterned finish in stainless steel and 
gold plated two tone finish with spring ends.

$24.95 RRP 

exbanda patterned

two tone size 11 - 15mm, 14 - 19mm, 17 - 23mm with spring ends
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black 18 + 20mm - black XL size 18 + 22mm

genuine alligator

black 18 + 20mm - black XL 18 + 22mm

*CITES approved - Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora 
and Fauna

brown 18mm - brown XL 18 + 22mm 

A sophisticated, elegant band crafted from exotic CITES* approved farmed 
crocodile. Padded and stitched with a luxurious soft leather lining. Gold plated 
or steel coloured buckle or deployment clasp.

$164.95 RRP (extra long XL $164.95 RRP) 

Premium quality, the ultimate in style crafted from CITES* approved farmed 
alligator in brown or black. Padded and stitched with a luxurious soft leather 
lining. Gold plated or steel coloured buckle or deployment clasp.

$296.95 RRP (extra long XL $296.95 RRP) 



Available exclusively from Timesupply  

Level 2 East, 50 Grenfell St 
Adelaide, South Australia 5000

p +618 8221 5580   f + 618 8221 5590  

sales@timesupply.com.au   www.banda.com.au   www.timesupply.com.au  

Recommended retail prices (RRP) shown are in AUD and include GST.  
1 year warranty. E&OE. 

©2017 Timesupply Pty Ltd  0517


